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ABSTRACT 
If N is normal and invertible, the matrices A with N*AN = pA for various p 
span all matrices and decompose into blocks mapping eigenspaces of N to other 
eigenspaces. There are only two types of block structure that can occur in this way for 
an invertible A. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
Let P be a unitary matrix with Pk = I for some k. In a recent paper [l], 
H.-C. Chen calls a matrix W circulative of degree 8 if W = e”P*WP. He 
computes to show that every matrix can be decomposed into circulative 
matrices for various 8. He then gives a similar decomposition for vectors and 
shows that it yields a decomposition of the linear system Wx = b when W is 
circulative. In this paper, I shall extend this analysis to N*AN = pA with N 
normal. The general decompositions are straightforward (Theorem l), but 
requiring A to be invertible imposes nontrivial restrictions (Theorem 4). 
THEOREM 1. Let N be an invertible complex matrix that is normal (i.e., 
NN* = N*N). 
(a> Let E,, = (v 1 NV = Au] be the eigenspaces of N. Then C” is the 
orthogonal sum of the Eh. 
(b) Let A’, = {A E M,(C) ] N *AN = pA}. Then M,(C) is the direct sum 
of the Jp. 
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Cc> If A is in de, then A maps each Ep into EF,n. 
(d) The values of p where Ap # 0 are those of the form p = &.L where 
h and /L are eigenvalues of N. More precisely, the dimension of Je is 
C, dim E, dim E$,P. 
Proof. As N is normal, we know [2, p. 1601 that it is diagonalizable, and 
its different eigenspaces are orthogonal. This is (a). Choose an orthonormal 
basis {eAi} of each Eh, so that the collection of them all is an orthonormal 
basis for C”. Then the matrices ehjezj are a basis of M,(C). As N is normal, 
we have N *ehi = iehi, and so 
N*e,,eEjN = ( N*eA,)( N*epj)* = ie,i( pe,j)* = xCLe,i$j* 
Thus the myping A ++ N *AN is diagonalizable with eigenvalues equal to 
the various hp. This proves (b) and the first half of cd). In fact, we see that 
the ehieEj with &.L = p are a basis of dP; and since that equation is 
equivalent to A = c/p, we have the stated dimension in cd). For (cl, we 
observe that e,,ezj as a linear transformation vanishes on all basis elements 
except one in EtL, and it maps that one to a basis vector of I$,P. ??
In many cases, the requirement that A have a block structure mapping 
each EF to Er,,p forces A to be singular. The rest of the paper will discuss 
what happens if we require invertible eigenmatrices. 
THEOREM 2. There is an invertible A in .He iff, for each eigenvalue p of 
- - 
N, the number @,( p) = p/p is an eigenvalue of N of the same multiplicity. 
Proof. We know by Theorem 1 that A maps each summand E,+ into 
E QCCLj. Clearly Q, is bijective, so A can be invertible only if dim EIL = 
dim EQ(& for each CL. Conversely, if that is true, we can choose arbitrary 
invertible A, mapping one onto the other, and their direct sum will then be 
an invertible A in AP. For an explicit choice, we can take A = C,, i eQ( Pjiezi. 
??
COROLLARY. There is an invertible A with N*AN = A iff, for each 
eigenvalue A of N, the number A/JAI’ is also an eigenvalue of the same 
multiplicity. 
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THEOREM 3. lf there is an invertible A in .,s$, then p is a positive 
number times a root of unity. The eigenvalue permutation Cp in Theorem 2 
either has all cycles of the same length or has some cycles of an odd length k 
and all others of length 2 k. 
Proof. Write p = r-t with r > 0 and 15 1 = 1. For an eigenvalue p with 
I PI = m, a simple induction gives a2j(~) = ple2i and @‘j+l(p) = 
(r/m2>pJ- . (‘j+ ‘) As there are only finitely many eigenvalues, it follows that 
(’ is a primitive k th root of unity for some k. If k is even, then the 
eigenvalues of each multiplicity fall into cycles of length k; the arguments are 
equally spaced around the circle, while the absolute values alternate between 
m and r/m. If k is odd, there can be cycles of that same type, length k, 
when the absolute value of p is equal to 6; otherwise, the cycles have 
length 2k. In the latter case, the arguments are still equally spaced, but the 
cycle starting at p first returns to that same argument at the other absolute 
value r/m. ??
We can now establish exactly which invertible A can occur as eigenmatri- 
ces. 
THEOREM 4. Let C” be deomposed as an orthogonal sum of subspaces 
Ei. Let T be a permutation of the indices i, and let A be an invertible matrix 
mapping each Ei to EoCij. Then A is an eigenmatrix for a normal N with the 
Ei as its eigenspaces iff either 
(a> the permutation * permutes all indices in cycles of the same length, 
or 
(b) ‘4! permutes some indices in cycles of some odd length k, while it 
permutes the other indices in cycles of length 2 k. 
Proof. We have seen that only these two cases can occur; we must now 
start with A and the Ei and construct N. For any nonzero numbers pi, the 
mapping N that multiplies by pi on Ei will be given by an invertible normal 
matrix. Since A maps Ei to EqCij, computation as in Theorem 1 shows that 
N *AN will send a vector e in Ei to &,u(ij pi A(e). We must choose the pi so 
that they are all distinct and all the products &,(ij pi come out equal to a 
fixed number p. 
Consider first case (a), and let k be the length of the cycles. Choose 
p = 5 to be a primitive kth root of 1, and consider only choices of /_L that 
have absolute value 1. Then the condition &,(ij pi = p reduces to ~~~~~ = 
[-‘pi. For each cycle in T, we assign some I_L to one index in the cycle and 
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use this formula to get the values for the other indices. So long as we choose 
these initial values of p so that no two have ratio equal to a power of 5, all 
values will be distinct, and the E, will indeed be the eigenspaces of N. 
In case (b), we again choose p = 5, and for the cycles of length k we 
choose values just as before. In each cycle of length Zk, we choose some 
element i and assign it a value pi that has absolute value 2. To the index 
q’(i) we then assign ,J-‘& if r is even and J-‘&/4 if r is odd. The 
condition on the absolute value guarantees that again jZ\lr(j, kj = 4’ for all j, 
and we can choose the initial pi to make all the values on different cycles 
distinct. ??
In case (a>, we can in fact choose all the pi to be roots of unity; that will 
make N unitary of finite order, the situation already treated by Chen. Case 
(b) is a new possibility made available to us only by considering more general 
normal N. 
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